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PSYCHOLOGY AND ARTIFICIAL 'INTELLIGENCE

Computer models and the mind - a view from the East Pole
/

between folk psychology and brain science.
Thinking is something going on in the brain all
Daniel C. Dennett
right, but is not computation at all; thinking is
With many different people claiming to be exsomething holistic and emergent - and organic
plaining the mind in "compu~ational " terms,
and fuzzy and warm and cuddly and mysteand almost as many denying that this is possirious . I shall call this extreme version Zen Holble, empirical research and ideological combat
ism. (Richard Dawkins speaks of those who
are currently proceeding On many fronts , and it
are "holistier than thou".)
is not easy to get one's bearings. But some
In between these extremes are all manner of
themes are eme'rging from the cacophony, and
intermediate compromise positions, most of
they tempt me to try to sketch the logical
them still rather dimly envisaged at this inchogeography of some of the best-known views,
ate stage of inquiry. It would be handy to have
with an eye to diminishing the disagreements
a geographical metaphor for organizing and
and misrepresentations that sometimes attend
describing this theory-space, and happily one is
them.
at hand, thanks to Jerry Fodor.
There are still dualists and other mystics in
Several months ago, in a heated discussion at
the world who assert (and hope and pray ,
MIT about rival theories of language compreapparently) that the mind will forever elude
hension, Professor Fodor characterized' the
science, but they are off the map for me, and I
views of a well-known theoretician as "West
take it as agreed by all parties to the discussion
Coast" - a weighty indictment in the corridors
that what we want, in the end, is a materialistic
of MIT. When reminded that this maligned
theory of the mind as the brain. Our departure
theoretician resided in Pennsylvania , Fodor
point is the mind, meaning roughly the set of
was undaunted. He was equally ready, it
phenomena that is characterized in everyday
turned out, to brand people at Brandeis or
terms - the terms of "folk psychology" - as
Sussex as West Coast. He explained that just as
thinking about this and that, having beliefs abwhen you're at the North Pole , moving away
out this and that, perceiVing this and that, and
from the Pole in any direction is moving south,
so forth . Our destination is the brain, meaning
so moving from MIT in any direction is moving
roughly the set of cerebral phenomena' that is
West. MIT is the East Pole , and from a vantage
characterized in the non-intentional, nonpoint at the East Pole, the inhabitants of Chicasymbolic, non-information-theoretic terms of
go , Pennsylvania, Sussex and even Brandeis
neuroanatomy and neurophysiology.
University a dozen miles away in Waltham are
Orwe can switch destination with departure ,
all distinctly Western in their appearance.
and construe the task as building from what is
Since MIT, the East Pole, is the Vatican City
known of the plumbing and electrochemistry
of High Church Computationalism, and since
of the brain' towards a theory that can explainthe best known spokesmen of Zen Holism hold
or explain away - the phenomena celebrated in
forth from various podia in the San Francisco
folk psychology. There has been a surfeit of
Bay area, I propose the following idealized
debate on the strategic question of which direcmap ofthe present state of things: all positions
tion of travel is superior, "top-down" from
about computational models of mental phenomind to brain or "bottom-up" from brain to
mena can be located in a logical space with the
mind, but that is now largely behind us and well
East Pole at the centre and the West Coast as
understood. A much more interesting clash
its horizon. (I am adapting Fodor's discovery
concerns what to look for in the way of interof the East Pole to my own purposes.) In bestitial theory. It is here that manifestoes about
tween the extremes there are many positions
"computation" vie with each other, and it is
that disagree sharply over many matters (they
this issue I will attempt to clarify.
are, .as one says, "diametrically opposed"), but
O.,.."';;de r the extreme positions in their
can nevertheless all be seen to be more ~
, PUl est forms. First, there is what I shall call
less Western , depending on which denials or
High Church Computationalism, or liCC ,
modifications of HCC they defend. As in any
which maintains that between ordinaryattempt at cartography, this is just one of many
language folk psycholo}UUld' rain ciencepossible projections. It claims no essential
there will be at least one level of theory quite
rightness, but invites your consideration as a
"close" to the high level of folk psychology that
useful organizer.
is both "cognitive" and "computational". The
These warring doctrines, High Church Comdefining dogmas of HCC form a trinity :
putationalism
and its many heresies , are not
(1) Thinking is infprmation processing . That is,
themselves theories; they are ideologies. They
the terms of folk psychology are to be spruced
are ideologies abo1,lt what the true theory of the
up by the theorist and recast more rigorously:
mind will or must be like , when we eventually
"thinking" will be analysed into an amalgam of
divine it. Various attempts to create genuine
processes ("inference", "problem solving",
theories - various research programmes - seem
"search" and so forth); "seeing" and "hearing"
to be committed to various Ideologies arrayed
will be analysed in terms of "perceptual analyin our space , but as we shall see, the bond
sis" which itself will involve inference,
between research programme and ideology is
hypothesis-testing strategies and the like.
rather loose. The fact that great progress is (or is
(2) Information processing is computation
not) being made on research programme might
(which is symbol-manipulation). The informatell us next to nothing about the ultimate
tion-processing systems and operations will
soundness of its inspiring ideology.
themselves be analysed in terms of processes of
And vice versa: refutation of an ideology
"computation", and since, as Jerry Fodor says,
sometimes has little effect on the research done
"no computation without representation", a
under its banner.
medium of representation is posited, consistNot surprisingly, it is philosophers who have
ing of symbols belonging to a system which has
a syntax (formation rules) and formal rules of been the most active formulators and guardians of the ideologies. Fodor, in Th e Lansymbol-manipulation for deriving new symboguage of Thought (1975) and Representations
lic complexes from old.
(1981), has for some time been the theologian
(3) The semantics of these symbols connects
in residence at the East Pole . Hubert Dreyfus
thinking to the external world. For instance,
and John Searle at Berkeley are the gurus of
some brain thingumabob (brain state, brain
West Coast Zen Holism. Hartry Field (in
event, complex property of brain tissue) will be
"Mental Representations", Erkenntnis, 1978)
the symbol for the Massachusetts Institute of
is another East Polar apologist, and so is GilTechnology, and some other brain thingumabert Harman (Thought, 1973), though he is not
bob will be the symbol for budget. Then we will
entirely Orthodox. Joining Dreyfus and Searle
be able to determine that another, composite
brain thingumabob refers to the MIT budget, on the West Coast is Charles Taylor.' Other
philosophers range in between: Stephen Stich,
since the symbolic structures composable withRobert Cummins , John Haugeland, and Marin the representational medium have intergaret Boden, to name a few .2 (For my part, I
pretations that are a systematic function of the
have always considered myself bi-coastal. J )
semantic interpretations of their elements. In
other words, there is a language of thought ,
Philosophers are not the only major particiand many of the terms of this language (many
pants in this ideological conflict however.
of the symbols manipulated during computaAllen Newell,' Noam Chomsky' and Zenon
tion) can be said to refer to things in the world
Pylyshyn" have staunchly represented the East,
such as Chicago, whales and the day after
while Terry Winograd, Lotfi Zadeh and
tomorrow.
Douglas Hofstadter are non-philosophers in
At the other extreme from the High Church
the West who have contributed more than
Computationalists are those who flatly deny all
passingly to the formulation of doctrine. 7 And
of its creed: there is no formal, rule-governed,
in psychology we have for instance the AposcOll!}p~!~ti(:>n~1 }~v,~\ ~f9.e~crip.H?J.l }~t.e~~ning- : tat~ ;ll.I{ic~ N.eisJ..~!i. ~hJ?~~ .~~~~i! ·v.f!;:!'sy.c,hg[ov'
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gy (1963) was a founding document of High
Church Computationalism, but who, under the
influence of J. J. Gibson, renounced the faith
in Cognition and Reality (1975) , and helped to
turn Ithaca into something of a West Coast
colony.
From one vantage-point, all work on Artificial Intelligence (AI) seems unproblematicalIy committed to HCC. If your models are written in LISP and are actually designed to run on
computers , how can you take yourself seriously as a theorist or modeller of mental processes without taking yourself to be presupposing the thesis - or at least playing the hunch that mental processes. are analogous to the
constituent computer processes of your model at
least to the extent to being formal , computational processes of symbol manipulation?
Many cognitivist theorists have been content
to adopt just such an ideology. After all, what's
wrong with it? This is the question that has
thrown down the gauntlet to the ideological
foes of HCC, who have been so concerned to
demonstrate the shortcomings of HCC doctrines as ideology that they have seldom cared
to ask whether the research programmes of the
proponents of HCC are as deeply committed to
its doctrines as they maintain . Thus a recurrent
and powerful line of criticism of HCC points
out that such computational models as have
actually been proposed by workers in AI or
cognitive psychology are ludicrously underdetermined by the available data , even when
they are quite plausible , as they often are. This
criticism usefully reveals how far the central
claims of HCC are fro,m being demonstrated ,
but otherwise it strikes only a glancing, blow:
for if there are deep methodological reasons to
hope that a winning computational model will
one day emerge , the prospect that eaI:ly exploratory models will be drastically underdetermined by the data should be viewed as a
tolerable (and entirely anticipated) phase of
the research programme.
And Fodor has provided us with a candidate .
for a deep methodological reason for throwing
in our lot with HCC: it's the only rembtely
explicit positive idea anyone has . Fodor's c hallenge ("What else?") has very effectively
embarrassed the opposition for years, since
Zen Holism itself is not a positive alternative,
but only a brute denial. Saying that thinking is
holistic and emergent only announces the flavour of your scepticism; it merely gestures in
the direction of an alternative. Dreyfus and
other West Coast philosophers have taken the
extreme course: they have attempted to find a
priori arguments showing that HCC couldn't
possibly be true. But they have won few converts with their arguments, and the verdict of
many onlookers is that the debate conducted in
those terms is a standoff at best.
U the a priori gambit has been overdone ,
there is a more modest Western tactic that has
seldom been adopted by philosophers, but has
been quite influential in some AI circles: trying
to explain not why HCC is impossible, but
why, even if it is both possible (for all one can
tell) and the only articulated possibility to date.
it is so unlikely to be correct.
High Church Computationalism does seem
to me (and to many others) to be highly implausible, for reasons that are hard to express
but that hover around the charge that a computational symbol-manipulating brain seems
profoundly unbiological. This unelaborated
suspicion should not be trusted , for one's intuitions about what is biological and what is not
are (for most of us, surely) an undisciplined
crew. What could seem more unbiological
(from one intuitive vantage-point) than the
clockworky mechanisms of DNA replication .
for instance? So if this is to be more than just
another way of saying Nay to HCC without
providing any real argument, we need to say
something more explicit about why we think an
HCC-style brain would not be Nature's Way.
Douglas Hofstadter has recently found a
way of expressing this misgiving that strikes me
as on the right track.' HCC systems. designed
as they are "through a 100% top-down
approach", are too efficient in their utilization
of machinery. As we work our way down
through the nested black boxes. "functions
calling subfunctions calling subfunctions". decomposing larger homunculi into committees
of smaller. dumber homunculi. we provide for
no waste motion, no nOh-functional or dysfu1)ctjanat({ltl.titir, o'lfe.llitije:F~~ddi n ~ \10I)1un- , .
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culi or supernumeraries. But that is not Nature's Way; designing systems or organizations
with that sort of efficiency requires genuine
foresight , a detailed anticipation of the problem spaces to be encountered , the tasks the
system will be called upon to perform. Another
way of putting this point is that such systems,
by being designed all the way down, have too
much intelligence implicated in their design at
the lower levels. Nature 's Way of providing
flexibility and good design involves a different
kind of efficiency , the sort of efficiency that can
emerge opportunistically out of prodigious
amounts of "wasteful" and locally uninterpretable activity - activity that isn't from the outset
"for" anything, but plays some very modest role
(or many roles on many different occasions) in
some highly distributed process
This is a theme to counterbalance the themes
of HCC that have so dominated imagination .
But is it just a theme? Until very recently,
Fodor's challenge stood unanswered : no one
had any explicit proposals for how such
"bottom-up" systems could do any recogni
able cognitive work. The only sugge . ns
forthcoming from the philosophers (and
neuroscientists as well) were metaphorical and
mysterious . But now from out of the West
something better is coming. Explicit proposals ,
and even working, testable moods are emerging from a variety of workers clustered around
--....
the so-called New Connectionism.
The most compelling first impression of the
New Connectionists (and the point of their
name) is that they are looking closely at neural
architecture and trying to model much closer to
the brain than the mind. That is, if East Pole AI
programs appear to be attempts to model the
mind , New Connectionist Al programs appear
to be attempts to model th e brain . And some of
the purer or more extreme approaches feature
explicit commentary on the parallels between
neurons or neuron assemblies and th~ functional units of their models. ' But it is a mistake .
I think, to read the movement as "neurophysiology carried on by other means" . Nor i~ the ,
distinctive difference simply or mainly a matter
of being much more bottom-up than top-down .
For while orainish-looking bIts anc'.preces and
assemblies do often appear in these new models.
what is more important is that at a more abstract
level the systems and elements - whether or not
they resemble any known brainware - are of
recognizable biological typ(!s .
The most obvious and familiar abstract feature shared by most of these models is a high
degree of parallel processing. either simulated
or based on actual parallel hardware . '" While
the point has been brought home to everybody
by now that the brain is a massively parallel
processor. and that this is important to understanding how the mind's work is done by the
brain, there is less interest among the New
Connectionists in the question of just what
kind of parallel processor the brain is than in
what the powers of massively parallel processors in general are. Hence some of the parallelprocessing models are almost wilfully "unrealistic" as models of brain organization. For
instance. one of the guiding analogies of
Hofstadter's "Jumbo architecture" is the constructing of molecules by enzymes floating
freely within the cytoplasm of a cell. But
Hofstadter doesn't think that the cognitive
tasks the Jumbo architecture is designed to
perform - the example exploited in the exposition and testing of the architecture is solving
anagrams - are performed within the cell bodies
of people's brain cells."
Another widely and diversely used New
Connectionist idea - "simulated annealing" derives from statistical mechanics. Computational analogues of alternatively "warming"
and "cooling" structures to get them to settle
into the best combinations have proved to be
powerful new methods in several different
domains. "
Although there is a lot of diversity and dis- t '
agreement among the people who cluster
around the Western-style New Connectionists.
a few characteristics - family resemblances are worth noting. In these models. typically.
there is:
(1) "distributed" memory and processing. in
which units play multiple. drastically equivocal
roles. and in which disambiguation occurs only
"globally". In short. some of these models are
what you might call computational holograms .
For instance ! Pentti " Kanerva's " 'distributed "
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recognition" memory has a 'strictly limited
capacity for high-quality memory, but when it
is overloaded, the effect is not to create a simple overflow, in which no new information can
be input. Rather, the input of too much information leads to the partial degradation of
information previously stored; the superimposition of the excess information smudges
or obscures the information already in
memory .
(2) No central control, but rather a partially
anarchic system of rather competitive elements. See, eg, Feldman and Ballard's discussion of "winner take aI\" or WTA networks "
(Many of these ideas can be seen to be new
versioI;ls of much older ideas in AI - eg,
Selfridge's PANDEMONIUM , and of course
"perceptrons". )
(3) No complex message-passing between
modules or subsystems. That is, for instance,
no discursive messages "about the outside
world" ; "The fundamental premise of connectionism". according to.Feldman and Ballard,
"is that individual neurons do not transmit large
amounts of symbolic information. Instead they

compute by being appropriately connected to
large numbers of similar units."
(4) A reliance on statistical properties of ensembles to achieve effects.
(5) The relatively mindless and inefficient
making and unmaking of many partial pathways of solutions, until the system settles down
after a while not on the (predesignated or predesignatable) " right" solution, but only with
whatever "solution" or "solutions" "feel right"
to the system. This combines the idea of simulated annealing (or a close kin of it) with the
idea that, in nature , not all "problems" have
"solutions" and there is a difference between a
process stopping and its being turned off.
The models being explored are still computational but the level at which the modelling
is computational is much closer to neuro- ·
science than to psychology. What is computed
is not (for instance) an implication of some
proposition about Chicago, or a formal description of a grammatical transformation , but
(for instance) the new value of some threshold-

The very lllodel of the lllodern
..... Adam Hodgkin
J.DAVIDBOLTER

Turing's Man : Western culture in the
computer age
264pp. Duckworth. £12.95.

at one oj these analyzers and nanoseconds are wide. r
mean you can see them go by. "Jesus," I say , "that
signal takes twelve nanoseconds to get from there to
there." Those are real big things to me when I'm
building a computer. Yet when I think about it, how
much longer it takes to snap your fingers, I've lost
track of What a nanosecond really means .

To this Bolter drily appends the comment: "if
it takes , by the way , half a second to snap one's
J . David Bolter is a professor of Classics in
fingers , that is five hundred million
North Carolina who has also been a visiting
nanoseconds. " Later in the same chapter we
fellow in Computer Science at Yale University.
find a reminder that this possibility of a mystichese appointments hint at an unusual comal appreciation of the fine-grainedness of time ,
bination of expertise which excellently qualat the machine level , needs to be set against the
ifies him to write a book on the cultural signififailure of computer time to obey even the laws
cance of computers. Turing's Man is persisof arithmetic at the human level: programming
tently interesting, not least because Professor
tasks are commonly measured in man-months,
Bolter is always willing to risk a bold line of
but a task that can be accomplished by three
speculation, and uses his examples from
men in ten months probably cannot be accomancient cultures to telling effect. His broad
plished by ten men in three months.
interests are well illustrated by a bibliography
The chapter on time is one of the best , but
in which Kirk and Raven's The Pre-Socratic
Bolter does not present a convincing case for
Philosophers naturally and unpretentiously
his assertion that the experience of programrubs shoulders with a lecture on finiteness by
ming will encourage a return to the ancient
Donald Knuth and Tracy Kidder's docuview of cyclical cultural rise and decline. I susmentary journalism about the computer inpect that the computer age encourages a rather
dustry .
different model of progress - one of steady and
Bolter's central thesis is that the computer is
accelerating improvement, creating a climate
"", a defining technology for our age, as the techof permanent obsolescence, punctuated by
nology of the clock was for the seventeenth
occasional and episodic "crashes".
century and the craft technologies of the potter
What then are we to make of the central
and weaver were for the ancient world. By this
thesis of the book , that the computer is a definmeans he succeeds in placing the revolutionary
ing technology for our age? There is one diffieffects and deep potential of computers and
culty with the concept of a defining technology
computational methods in a broad historical I which Bolter squarely faces - it is not the same
context and a humanist perspective. He is a
thing as a very important technology. Agrilong way from the old view of computers as
cultural, educational , and medical revolutions
mere calculating devices or " number-crunhave not led philosophers and poets to liken
chers": in his chapters on language , memory ,
the universe or the psyche to a plough-share , a
and creativity he stresses that computers are
printing-press, or a public drain. Is this just
machines for processing symbols - for procesbecause the loom , the clock , and the computer
sing all kinds of information - not solely or
have more glamour? Bolter suggests an answer
even primarily machines for processing numalong these lines. Some technologies have
bers. Interests of these kinds in the linguistic
appealed to the mind of an age as having some
and the synthetic rather than the numerical and
special power to illustrate and redefine our
...... Ithe analytic are not surprising in a professor of
relationship to nature. But it is not clear that an
Classics, but they are still quite unusual among
answer of this sort leaves the concept of a
authors of books proclaiming the power and
defining technology with much explanatory
promise of the computer age.
power. As Bolter admits, any technology may
Bolter explains the basic workings of the
fulfil the function of a defining technology to
modern computer, both the software and the
some extent; several such technologies may be
hardware . Perhaps he could have given less
knocking around at any particular time and our .
space to these matters, since there are many
commitment to one of them over another may
other books which perform this introductory
be matter of fashion rather than reason.
function well. The originality of Turing 's Man
These thoughts suggest a certain parallel
lies in the attempt to assess the cultural signifi- with T.S. Kuhn's concept of the "paradigm"
cance of the computer. But this is not the kind and the "paradigm shift" in the history of scienof computer book which dazzles the reader ce. It has been difficult to pin down Kuhn's
with gigabytes, parallel processing , and sketch- concept in a tidy fashion, but it does usefully
es of electronic superabundance and omnisci- concentrate our attention on features which
ence. Bolter may have been bitten by the com- simpler explanatory concepts overlook. We
puter bug, but he balances the marvels of com- may not like the thought that we are becoming
puter technology with some healthily down- Turing's men , and object violently to the
beat scepticism. In his chapter on "Time and humanoid assemblage of computer parts on
Progress in the Computer Age" he reproduces the jacket of this book. But we do need to
an instructive passage from Tracy Kidder's consider and take the measure of those modes
Soul of a New Machine. Kidder is reporting a of reason which may become dominant simply
design engineer on "time":
because they are susceptible to and determinable by the technology of our age.
I feel very comfortable talking in nanoseconds. r sit
0715619179

like parameter of some element which all by
itself has no univocal external-world semantic
role. At such a low level of description, the
semantics of the symbolic medium of computation refer only (at most) to «vents, processes ,
states, "addresses" within th~ brain - within
the computational system itself. In short, on
this view the only formal , computational "language of thought" is rather like a machine language for a computer, and you can't say "it's
raining in Chicago" in machine language; all
you can express are imperatives about what to
do to what contents of what address and the
like.
How , then , do we ever get anything happening in such a system that is properly about
Chicago? On these views there must indeed be
higher levels of description at which we can
attribute external-seman tical properties to
brain thingumabobs (this brain thingumabob
refers to Chicago, and that one refers to MIT),
but at such a level the interactions and relationships between elements will not be computational, but - and here we lapse back into
metaphor and handwaving - statistical, emergent, holistic. Thus in this vision of things the
low , computational level is importantly unlike
a machine language, in that there is no supposition of a direct translation or implementation
relation between the high-level phenomena
which do have an external-world semantics and
the low-level phenomena, which do not. If
there were, then the usual methodological precept of computer science would be in order:
ignore the hardware since the idiosyncrasies of
its particular style of implementation add nothing to the phenomenon , provided the phenomenon is rigorously described at the higher
level.
My favourite metaphor for this proposal is
meteorology. Think of meteorology and its relation to physics. Clouds go scudding by, rain
falls , snowflakes pile up in drifts, rainbows
emerge; this is the language of folk meteorology . Modern-day folk meteorologists - that is,
all of us - know perfectly well that somehow or
other all those individual clouds and rainbows
and snowflakes and gusts of wind are just the
emergent saliencies (saliencies relative to our
perceptual apparatus) of vast distributions of
physical energy, water droplets and the like.
There is a gap between folk meteorology and
physics, but not a very large and mysterious
one. Moving back and forth between the two
domains takes us on familiar paths. It is important to note that the meteorologist'S instruments are barometers and hygrometers and
thermometers, not cloudmeters, rainbowmeters and snowflakemeters. The regularities
of which the science of meteorology is composed concern pressure, temperature and relative humidity, not the folk-meteorological
categories.
There is not, today, any field of computational cloudology. Is this because meteorology
is in its infancy , or is such an imagined science
as out of place as astrology? Note that there are
patterns, regularities, large-scale effects and,
in particular, reactive effects between items in
folk-meteorological categories and other
things. For instance, many plants and animals
are designed to discriminate folk meteorological categories, for one purpose or another.
But we can grant all this without having to
suppose that there is a formal system governing
those patterns and regularities, or the reactions
to them . Similarly - and this is the moral of the
meteorological metaphor - it does not follow
from the fact that the folk-psychological level
of explanation is the "right" level for many
purposes that there must be a computational
theory at or near that level. The alternative to
High Church Computationalism is that it is the
clouds and rainbows in the brain that have
intentionality - that refer to Chicago and
grandmother - but that the rigorous computational theory that must account for the passage
and transformation of these clouds and rainbows will be at a lower level , where the only
semantics is internal - and somewhat strained
as semantics (in the same way the "semantics"
of machine languages is a far cry from the
semantics of natural languages) .
But how are we to move beyond the
metaphors and develop these new low-level
hunches into explicit theory at the "higher" , or
more "central", cognitive levels? The bits of
theory that are becoming explicit in the New

Connectionist movement are relatively close to
the "hardware" level of description , and the
cognitive work they can d.o so far is often
characterized as either relatively peripheral or
relatively subordinate. For instance patternrecognition appears (to many theorists) to be a
relatively early or peripheral component in
perception, and memory appears (to many
theorists) to be a rather subordinate ("merely
clerical" one might say) component in the
higher intellectual processes of planning or
problem-solving. To the ideologues of the
West, however, these appearances have misled. All thinking, no matter how intellectual or
central or (even) rule-governed, will turn out
to make essential use of fundamentally perceptual operations such as versatile pattern-recognition; it is no accident that we often say "I see"
when we come to understand . And, according
to the Western view, the apportionment of
responsibility and power between memory and
intelligent processing will be unlike the underlying (and ineluctably influential) division of
labour in von Neumann machines, in which the
memory is inert, cold storage , and all the action happens in the central processing unit; a
propel; memory will do a great deal of the
intelligent work itself.
So far as I know , no one has yet come up with
a way of sorting out these competing hunches
in a medium of expression that is uniform ,
clear and widely understood (even if not formal) . What we need is a level of description
that is to these bits of theory roughly as software talk is to hardware talk in conventional
computer science. That is , it should abstract
from as many low-level processing details as
possible while remaining in the spirit of the
new architectures.
Prospects for the development of this level
of description are bright, but aside from a few
landmark successes, such as David Marr's
Vision (1982), the effort in this area is
still so inchoate that any attempt at summary
description would be misleadingly concrete.

This article is excerpted from a paper presented at the
Sloan. Foundation Conference on the philosophical.
foundations of cognitive science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, May 17-20, 1984. The complete
text will appear in M. Brand and R. Harnixh (editors) :
Problems in the Representation of Knowledge and
Belief, University of Arizona Press.
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